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Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) of the Impact of Salford Local Plan:
Development Management Policies and Designations on the Natura 2000
network; European Protected Sites
1. Introduction
1.1

Paragraph 63 of the European Habitats Directive dealing with the conservation of European
protected sites states that:
63.—(1) A competent authority, before deciding to undertake, or give any consent,
permission or other authorisation for, a plan or project which—
(a) is likely to have a significant effect on a European site or a European offshore
marine site (either alone or in combination with other plans or projects), and
(b) is not directly connected with or necessary to the management of that site,
must make an appropriate assessment of the implications of the plan or project for that site
in view of that site’s conservation objectives.

1.2

Under the terms of amendments made to the Habitats Directive in 2007 the Salford Local Plan:
Development Management Policies and Designations is considered to require a Habitats
Regulations Assessment because it is not a Plan concerned with the management of a
European site but it is considered to have the potential to cause harm to the special nature
conservation interest of European protected sites. The Salford Local Plan: Development
Management Policies and Designations (hereafter referred to as ‘the Plan’) is therefore
considered to be a Local Development Document (a ‘Plan’) that falls under Part IV, 85A-(2) of
the 2007 Habitats Regulations Amendments

1.3

European protected sites (the ‘Natura 2000 Network’) are of exceptional importance for the
conservation of important species and natural habitats within the European Union. The
purpose of Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) of land use plans is to ensure that
protection of the integrity of European protected sites is an integral part of the planning process
at a regional and local level. The Natura 2000 network of European protected sites comprises
Special Protection Areas (SPAs), Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and Ramsar sites.
Government guidance advises that potential SPAs (pSPA), candidate SACs (cSAC) and
potential Ramsar (pRamsar) sites are also included in HRAs.

1.4

Habitats Regulation Assessments can be seen as having a number of discrete stages 




Stage 1 - Screening
Stage 2 – Appropriate Assessment
Stage 3 – Assessment of Alternatives
Stage 4 – Assessment where no alternatives are available

1.5

This document forms Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA)
process and contributes to the fulfilment of the Council’s statutory duty as regards Article 6(3).
It is a Screening Opinion and Assessment concerned with reaching an opinion as to whether
the Plan needs to be amended to avoid harm to European sites or needs to go forward for
further, more detailed Assessment of impacts. It is not a stand-alone document and must be
read in conjunction with the full Plan.

1.6

It is noted that the Plan being assessed is still at a developmental stage and will be subject to
public consultation and likely further amendment. Further Assessments may therefore be
required if, as expected, further changes are made as a result of either the current consultation,
future consultations or the future Examination in Public. There is no statutory guidance on
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what stage of Plan production to prepare an HRA but Natural England recommends that HRA
begins at an early stage and if necessary continues through all the stages of Plan production.
1.7

It should also be noted that the level of detail within the Plan, as with all land use plans, does
not allow fullest quantification of potential adverse effects. HRAs for plans should therefore be
‘proportionate and sufficient” to the level of plan or project that it addresses, in line with
guidance from Department of Communities and Local Government.

1.8

The Greater Manchester Ecology Unit (GMEU), as the specialist ecological adviser to the
Salford City Council has prepared this Screening Opinion and Assessment. Natural England
and the JNCC were consulted for information on the conservation objectives and favourable
condition tables for the European Sites concerned (the information is summarised below).
GMEU ecologists, who are familiar with the European sites concerned and their special
interests, reviewed the ecological information for the site. The key vulnerabilities and
sensitivities of the European sites concerned are well understood by GMEU allowing for an
informed assessment of the possible effects of the Plan, and any specific aims, objectives and
policies contained in the Plan. The HRA has been undertaken using the professional
judgement of GMEU ecologist.

1.9

This report examines the ‘Salford Local Plan: Development Management Policies and
Designations’ (November 2019) and:


Identifies by a Screening process any European site that could potentially be
affected by the implementation of the Plan.



Identifies Policies that may have impacts on European protected sites.



Identifies Policies which may require further Assessment as part of the ongoing HRA
of the Salford Local Plan as the Plan develops and makes recommendations, where
necessary, on possible changes to the wording of future policies.
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2. Brief description of the Plan
2.1.

The Plan being assessed is the ‘Salford Local Plan: Development Management Policies and
Designations’ published by Salford City Council in January 2020.

2.2.

The primary purposes of the ‘Salford Local Plan: Development Management Policies and
Designations’ are to:




Provide the main policies that will be used to manage development and determine
planning applications
Identify the designations that will protect the city’s most important environmental
assets, town centres and infrastructure
Support the delivery of key infrastructure, such as transport and utilities

2.3. It covers the period up to 2037, although its contents may also be relevant after that date.
2.4. For the purposes of this Assessment the Plan is not complete; further changes may take place
during the examination in public process. An opinion is being sought at this stage of the Plan’s
development to ensure that the requirements of the Regulations regarding Habitats Regulation
Assessment are met and can be properly planned for and addressed within the policies.
2.5. The Plan sits beside a number of other planning documents which are also important in
planning decisions, which are considered here in the test of in-combination effects. These will
also include their own Habitats Regulation Assessments;







Greater Manchester Joint Minerals DPD (2013)
Greater Manchester Joint Waste DPD (2012)
Greater Manchester Spatial Framework (under production)
Salford Local Plan: Core Strategy and Allocations (to be produced)
Other Supplementary Planning Documents and;
Potentially Neighbourhood Plans (Localism Act 2011)
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3.

Identification of European designated sites concerned

3.1

This Assessment has first screened all Natura 2000 network sites in the Northern England and
where appropriate Wales, to generate a long list and decide which of these sites are likely to
be affected by future development in Salford. When assessing the impact of a Plan on
European protected sites it is important to consider the impact on sites not only within the
administrative area covered by the Plan but also those which fall outside the Plan boundary,
as these could still potentially be affected by the Plan.
As a useful starting point, the Assessment has considered the suite of European sites
assessed within Habitat Regulations Assessments of other, adopted Local Plans in and around
Greater Manchester.
The long list of sites assessed is listed in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 This ensures that all
European sites considered to have the potential to be affected by development can be initially
considered for assessment (screened).

The Screening Criteria
3.2

In carrying out this screening process the Assessment has considered the main possible
sources of effects on the European sites arising from the Plan, possible pathways to the
European sites and the effects on possible sensitive receptors in the European sites. Only if
there is an identifiable source, a pathway and a receptor is there likely to be a significant effect.

3.3

Possible sources and pathways for effects arising from development on the identified Sites
and used in the screening of European sites are considered to be:







Water (water pollution and hydrology)
Air (air pollution)
Direct land-take
Habitat/Species Disturbance
Increased recreational pressure
Risk of invasive non-native species introduction – encompassed in habitat
disturbance

3.4

Guidance from the Environment Agency (EA) concerning distances at which significant effects
on European sites are caused by water or air pollution have been taken into account during
the screening of European sites. The EA has set recommended buffer zones for certain types
of ‘most damaging’ operation (in particular, waste treatment operations) that are in part
applicable to other types of operation. Outside of these buffer zones significant effects on
European sites arising from water and air pollution are considered unlikely to arise. The largest
(most cautious) buffer zone considered by the EA is 10km; that is, most operations with the
potential of causing direct water and/or air pollution impacts located further than 10km from
the boundary of a European site are considered very unlikely to have a significant effect on the
special interest of that site.

3.5

Only three European sites are within 10km of the boundary of Salford; these are Rixton Clay
Pits SAC, the Manchester Mosses SAC and the Rochdale Canal SAC see Map 1.

3.6

Additionally, the screening has considered Impact Risk Zones as identified by Natural England
for specific European Sites (March 2019). Whilst this is a tool to aid the consideration of single
applications and their likely risks of impacts and consequently the need to consult Natural
England, it acts as a useful guide in considering screening. However, it is not used exclusively
in this HRA as the current process considers the policy framework rather than individual
applications.
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3.7

Although the guidance concerning buffer zones/risk zones has been taken into account when
screening European protected sites in this particular assessment, in the case of a Plan
affecting the development of an entire metropolitan area the buffer/risk zones should be
regarded as important but not as definitive; for example, this buffer zone may not be sufficient
when assessing certain very large-scale developments or secondary impacts.

3.8

In particular applying a 10 or 15km buffer may not be appropriate for this Plan where there are
unlikely to be direct impacts on any European sites, but where it is more likely that possible
impacts will be caused by diffuse air or water pollution or point-source air or water
pollution that may arise from development planned for Salford, or where there are secondary
recreational pressures on more distant protected sites arising from increased regional and
sub-regional populations. It is also possible that increased water use may affect distant
protected sites, since water supplies to Salford are sourced from very distant locations.
These sources are therefore described and considered in more detail below. The aim of this
section is to provide reasoned justification for the decisions made later in the Screening.

Diffuse Air Pollution
3.9

The main types of air pollutants likely to have an adverse effect on an ecologically important
site are:







Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)
Ammonia (NH3)
Dust
Sulphur Dioxide (SO2)
Low level Ozone (O3)
Acid deposition caused from chemical reactions to NOx, SO2 and CO2

3.10 Of these NOx and SO3 are the most likely to arise as a result of development controlled by the
Plan under consideration here. The greatest damage caused by these pollutants occurs close
to where they are emitted (within 250 m) but an individual source of pollution may add to the
general background levels, as pollutants are dispersed by prevailing winds. The main sources
of these pollutants are road traffic and industrial processes. Where proposed developments
within Salford are likely to result in these pollutants arising, these have been screened into this
Assessment.
3.11 The issue of diffuse air pollution is complicated by the fact that two of the European sites of
concern to this Assessment (the Manchester Mosses and Rixton Clay Pits) are already
exceeding nitrate levels which would be considered harmful to sensitive habitats on these sites
(source Natural England and APIS), so any level of increased nitrate pollution no matter how
small could be considered to be harmful.
3.12 However, the Environment Agency has advised that levels of nitrate deposition arising from
particular operations which are below 1% of the expected ‘background’ nitrate deposition levels
can be regarded as insignificant when carrying out Appropriate Assessments no matter what
levels of nitrate are currently present on sites. For this Assessment at Strategic Plan level
empirical approximations of expected increased nitrate deposition arising from Plan
implementation are not able to be arrived at because detailed plans and project proposals are
not yet available, and in any case levels are likely to be cumulative.
3.13 In these circumstances overall Policies, Strategies and Plans aimed at managing and reducing
air pollution must be relied upon to provide mitigation for the potential effects of diffuse air
pollution. At the least, Policies must aim to achieve no net increase in air pollution levels.
3.14 It is also important to note that many industrial processes have emissions that would require
permitting by the Environment Agency and the submission of a bespoke Air Quality
Assessment with any detailed planning proposal.
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3.15 It is considered that the most likely source of increased air pollution arising from the Plan will
be increased road traffic and industrial process with more local impacts on the nearest Natura
2000 sites. The following factors are relevant here:
 Any air pollution arising from increased traffic will likely disperse and deposit before
reaching the moorland areas, and therefore any impacts, even if traffic increases, will be
insignificant in terms of impact on the ecology of distant European sites, including the
South Pennine Moors SAC.
 The Plan includes specific strategic objectives and Policies for the reduction of air
pollution.
 The Plan includes proposals for significant improvements to public transport and a modal
shift that will help to reduce possible increases in traffic.
 Government guidance on building new roads states that only Designated Sites within
200m of roads affected by a project need be considered within Environmental
Assessments of air quality (Design Manual For Roads And Bridges Volume 11 Section
3).

Diffuse Water Pollution
3.16 Effects on distant European sites can occur through increases in water pollution caused by
nutrient enrichment, residues of water treatment and/or industrial processes. Where proposed
developments within Salford are considered likely to result in this type of diffuse pollution
arising and affecting a European site, these have been screened into this Assessment.
3.17 Of the long list of sites considered under Appendix 1, diffuse water pollution could potentially
have an effect on the Mersey Estuary SPA/Ramsar Site, because the Manchester Ship Canal
passes through Salford and this eventually discharges into the Estuary.
3.18 Prior to discharging into the Estuary these watercourses pass through other Metropolitan areas
(Warrington and Merseyside), and the Estuary itself is adjacent to the very large Merseyside
conurbation and receives inputs from many disparate sources. It will therefore be very difficult
to establish whether any water pollution arising from development in Greater Manchester was
responsible for a significant effect on pollution in the Estuary. However, given the need to take
a precautionary approach when preparing an HRA, the Mersey Estuary has nevertheless been
‘Screened In’ to this assessment.

Recreational Pressure
3.19 The effects of significantly increased regional and sub-regional populations on recreational
pressures on the north west’s European protected sites has been considered in this
Assessment because it is recognised that this could be an important harmful impact on the
special interest of some European sites.
3.20 There are no European protected sites within Salford and those closest to Salford (Manchester
Mosses SAC) are not currently subject to significant recreational pressures (GM BAP Lowland
Mosslands 2008). Managed access does occur on other parts of the Manchester Mosses SAC
at Risley Moss Country Park. However, any changes to population levels or access
arrangements (e.g. promotion, improved footpaths, facilities, events etc) could have impacts
on a currently little visited area of countryside & open space within Salford or adjacent districts.
3.21 Lowland raised bog and other peat habitats are sensitive to anthropogenic pressures which
can result from recreational activity. These can include increased access for unfavourable
activities such as off-road 4x4 vehicles and/or motorbikes, trail/mountain bikes, horse riding
9

which can cause erosion of the peat’s vegetative surface and cause extensive peat loss or
impact hydrology by compaction. Once the covering vegetation is broken water, wind and
further activity increase the extent of the erosion. Even high levels of walking can have negative
impacts (Cumbria BAP 2010). Increased access can result in an increase in the number of
accidental fires, which in dry conditions can result in significant risks to the structure of the
peat, its ability to recover or be restored. Fires on peat can continue to burn for weeks
underground increasing the extent of damage.
3.22 It is, therefore, generally considered that any recreational pressures arising from development
within Salford on European protected sites will need to consider the likely impacts of policies
which are aimed at increasing visitor numbers from either increased general population levels
and/or recreational access to Chat Moss and how this is managed in relation to the Manchester
Mosses SAC.

Summary Results of Screening of Sites
3.23 The detailed results of the site screening process are found in Appendices 1 and 2 of this
document;
 Appendix 1 shows the likely effects of and the possible pathway & sources outlined
above on the long list of European sites, from development in Salford.
 Appendix 2 summarises the results of the screening process, identifying a short list of
Natura 2000 sites (screened in), which may be effected by likely effects from policies
within the Plan. These are discussed further below.
3.24 From the screening process detailed in Appendix 1 and 2 the following European designated
sites have been identified as having some potential to be affected by development proposed
and planned for within the Salford Draft Local Plan.
 Manchester Mosses SAC
 Rixton Clay Pits SAC
 Mersey Estuary SPA/Ramsar
Other European sites in the UK are essentially considered too distant from Salford for harmful
effects to occur from the implementation of the Plan.
There are no European sites within the administrative boundary of Salford City Council and
therefore, direct impacts such as habitat loss will not occur from the operation of the Plan.
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4

The Nature Conservation Interest of the Screened In European Sites
The following information is derived from information available from Natural England and the
Joint Nature Conservation Committee and from information held by GMEU.

Rixton Clay Pits SAC
Description of Rixton Clay Pits SAC
4.1.

Situated east of Warrington, this site comprises parts of an extensive disused brickworks
excavated in glacial boulder clay. The excavation has left a series of hollows, which have
filled with water since workings ceased in the 1960s, leading to a variety of pond sizes. New
ponds have also been created more recently for wildlife and amenity purposes. Great
crested newts (Triturus cristatus) are known to occur in at least 20 ponds across the site.
The site also supports species-rich grassland, scrub and mature secondary woodland.
Primary Reason for Designation of Rixton Clay Pits

4.2.

The primary reason for the designation of Rixton Clay Pits is its significant population of
great crested newts (Triturus cristatus), a European protected species. Sites selected as
SACs where there is evidence of a relatively large and robust population of great crested
newts, based on reliable recent survey data.
Conservation Objective for Rixton Clay Pits
The conservation objectives (Natural England 2018) for this site are:

4.3.

4.4.

Ensure that the integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure that
the site contributes to achieving the Favourable Conservation Status of its Qualifying
Features, by maintaining or restoring:
 The extent and distribution of the habitats of qualifying species
 The structure and function of the habitats of qualifying species
 The supporting processes on which the habitats of qualifying species rely
 The populations of qualifying species, and,
 The distribution of qualifying species within the site.
Additionally, Natural England also states that the site is sensitive to air quality.

Manchester Mosses SAC
Description of the Manchester Mosses SAC
4.5.

Mossland formerly covered a very large part of low-lying Greater Manchester, Merseyside
and southern Lancashire, and provided a severe obstacle to industrial and agricultural
expansion. While most has been converted to agriculture or lost to development, several
examples have survived as degraded raised bog, such as Astley & Bedford Mosses (Wigan),
Risley Moss (Warrington) and Holcroft Moss (Warrington) on the Mersey floodplain. Their
surfaces are now elevated above surrounding land due to shrinkage of the surrounding tilled
land, and all except Holcroft Moss have been cut for peat at some time in the past. While
past drainage has produced dominant purple moor grass (Molinia caerulea), bracken
(Pteridium aquilinum) and birch (Betula) spp. scrub or woodland, wetter pockets have
enabled the peat-forming species to survive. Recent rehabilitation management on all three
sites has caused these to spread.
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Primary Reason For Designation of the Manchester Mosses SAC
4.6.

The site supports degraded bog still capable of natural regeneration (JNCC code 7120),
which has the potential to be restored to active raised bog (JNCC code 7110).

4.7.

SAC sites have been selected on a site-by-site basis and according to the Interpretation
manual of European habitats (European Commission DG Environment 1999); “where the
hydrology can be repaired and where, with appropriate rehabilitation management, there is
a reasonable expectation of re-establishing vegetation with peat-forming capability within 30
years".
Conservation Objectives of the Manchester Mosses

4.8.

The conservation objectives (Natural England 2018) for this site are:

4.9.

Ensure that the integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure that
the site contributes to achieving the Favourable Conservation Status of its Qualifying
Features, by maintaining or restoring:
 The extent and distribution of qualifying natural habitats
 The structure and function (including typical species) of qualifying natural habitats, and,
 The supporting processes on which qualifying natural habitats rely

4.10.

On this site, favourable condition requires the maintenance of the extent of each designated
habitat type. Maintenance in this case also includes restoration as evidenced by its
qualifying feature and is also assessed from a condition assessment suggests a reduction
in extent. A series of site-specific targets which will contribute to favourable condition has
been produced by Natural England. However, many of these relate to management of the
habitats on the site and are not particularly applicable to assessing the effects of
development proposals on the SAC. Therefore, in order to consider these potential impacts
the operations that may damage the special interest of the SAC have also been considered.
These include:















Cultivation
Grazing
Mowing or cutting
Application of manure, fertilisers or lime
Application of pesticides
Burning
Drainage, both within and outside the boundaries of the site (ie hydrological impacts)
Extraction of minerals including peat, topsoil and subsoil
Construction or removal of roads, tracks, walls, fences, hardstands, banks, ditches or
other earthworks or the laying or removal of pipelines and cables
Erection of permanent structures
Use of vehicles likely to damage the vegetation
Pollution including atmospheric pollutants and NOxs
Invasive or non-native species, whose control or management may require other
damaging activities
Recreational activities

(Adapted from information available from Natural England SSSI citation)

Mersey Estuary SPA/Ramsar
Description
4.11. The Mersey Estuary is located on the Irish Sea coast of north-west England. It is a large,
sheltered estuary which comprises large areas of saltmarsh and extensive intertidal sand- and
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mud-flats, with limited areas of brackish marsh, rocky shoreline and boulder clay cliffs, within
a rural and industrial environment. The intertidal flats and saltmarshes provide feeding and
roosting sites for large populations of waterbirds. During the winter, the site is of major
importance for ducks and waders. The site is also important during the spring and autumn
migration periods, particularly for wader populations moving along the west coast of Britain.
Primary Reason for Designation of Mersey Estuary SPA/Ramsar
Qualifying species
This site qualifies under Article 4.1 of the Habitats Directive (79/409/EEC) by supporting
populations of European importance of the following species listed on Annex I of the Directive:
Over winter;
Golden Plover Pluvialis apricaria, 3,070 individuals representing at least 1.2% of the wintering
population in Great Britain (5 year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
This site also qualifies under Article 4.2 of the Directive (79/409/EEC) by supporting populations
of European importance of the following migratory species:
On passage;
Redshank Tringa totanus, 3,516 individuals representing at least 2.0% of the Eastern Atlantic wintering population (5 year peak mean, 1987-1991)
Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula, 1,453 individuals representing at least 2.9% of the
Europe/Northern Africa - wintering population (Count, as at 1989)
Over winter;
Dunlin Calidris alpina alpina, 44,300 individuals representing at least 3.2% of the wintering
Northern Siberia/Europe/Western Africa population (5 year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
Pintail Anas acuta, 2,744 individuals representing at least 4.6% of the wintering Northwestern
Europe population (5 year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
Redshank Tringa totanus, 4,689 individuals representing at least 3.1% of the wintering Eastern
Atlantic - wintering population (5 year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
Shelduck Tadorna tadorna, 5,039 individuals representing at least 1.7% of the wintering
Northwestern Europe population (5 year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
Teal Anas crecca, 11,667 individuals representing at least 2.9% of the wintering Northwestern
Europe population (5 year peak mean 1991/2 - 1995/6)
Assemblage qualification: A wetland of international importance.
The area qualifies under Article 4.2 of the Directive (79/409/EEC) by regularly supporting at least
20,000 waterfowl
Over winter, the area regularly supports 99,467 individual waterfowl (5 year peak mean 1991/2
- 1995/6) including: Curlew Numenius arquata, Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa islandica,
Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, Grey Plover Pluvialis squatarola, Wigeon Anas penelope, Great
Crested Grebe Podiceps cristatus, Redshank Tringa totanus, Dunlin Calidris alpina alpina,
Pintail Anas acuta, Teal Anas crecca, Shelduck Tadorna tadorna, Golden Plover Pluvialis
apricaria.
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Conservation Objectives for Mersey Estuary SPA/Ramsar
4.12. To ensure that the integrity of the site is maintained or restored as appropriate, and ensure
that the site contributes to achieving the aims of the Wild Birds Directive, by maintaining or
restoring;


The extent and distribution of the habitats of the qualifying features



The structure and function of the habitats of the qualifying features



The supporting processes on which the habitats of the qualifying features rely



The population of each of the qualifying features, and



The distribution of the qualifying features within the site.
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5

Initial Screening Opinion
The Screening Criteria

5.1 The first stage of an HRA is a Likely Significant Effect Test (Screening). This is essentially a
risk assessment to decide whether a particular Policy or site can be effectively ‘screened out’
from further, more detailed assessment or needs to go forward for more detailed Assessment.
The essential question to ask is –
“Is the Policy or the Site, either alone or in combination with other relevant Policies and Plans,
likely to result in a significant effect upon the integrity of European sites?”
In carrying out this Screening process the Assessment has considered the main possible
sources of effects on the European sites arising from the implementation of the Plan, possible
pathways to the European sites and the effects on possible sensitive receptors in the European
sites. Where  The source is the direct or indirect changes (land take, emissions to air or water,
hydrological changes) potentially occurring as a result of the development at an identified
site.
 The pathway is the route or mechanism by which any likely significant effect would
manifest in the environment and would reach the receptor.
 The receptor is the European Site and more specifically the qualifying features and
conservation objectives for the site.
Only if there is an identifiable source, a pathway and a receptor is there likely to be a significant
effect.
Possible sources and pathways for (unmitigated) effects used in the screening of potential
policy impacts on European sites are considered to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land take
Diffuse and Localised air pollution including dust and odour
Noise
Light spill
Human presence/disturbance
Emissions to water (surface or ground water) containing pollutants
Ground water depression or flow interception (ie hydrological impacts)
Decrease in surface water run-off e.g. through interception in a void (ie hydrological
impacts)

5.2

The results of the screening are shown in the ‘Screening Summary’ tables below.

5.3

Each of the Policies has been assessed to determine whether they are:
•
•
•
•

Unlikely to have an effect on a European Site – Screened Out
Could have a potential positive effect on a European Site – Screened Out
Could have a potential negative effect on a European Site – Screened In
Would be likely to have a significant negative effect on a European Site – Screened In

Only Policies and Strategic Sites with potential negative effects or significant effects have been
“Screened In” for further Assessment. This assessment has been made based on the content
and type of each Policy and the HRA must be read together with the Plan.
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5.4

The timescales over which effects (both stand-alone and in-combination) have been
considered are the lifetime of the Plan and the lifetime of any proposals (including operational
and restoration timescales) that may come forward during the Plan.

5.5

Details of the Policy Type listed in Table 5.1 can be found in Appendix 4.
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Table 5.1 Initial Screening Summary of impacts of Salford Local Plan: Development Management Policies and
Designations on the Natura 2000 Network of European Sites. Policies screened into this Assessment identified in red text.

POLICY

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

A

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

SCREENING
OUTCOME

A Fairer Salford

F1

F2

F3

F4

An inclusive development process
Developers are strongly encouraged to involve local residents,
businesses and other stakeholders throughout the development
process.
Social value and inclusion
All development shall be located, designed, constructed and
operated so as to maximise its social value and contribution to
making Salford a more socially inclusive city.
Inclusive places
All places and developments shall be as inclusive as possible,
capable of adapting to a broad range of changing needs and
delivering a high quality of life, where no one is potentially excluded
because of disability, age, gender, sexuality, ethnicity or social
class.
Fairness between generations
The interests of future generations will be central to the overall
development strategy for Salford, and will be promoted through a
range of measures.

Screened Out

A

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

A

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

A

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Climate Change

CC1

Climate change
A comprehensive and integrated approach to addressing the
challenges of climate change will be taken, consisting of the
following key elements:
 Minimising carbon emissions
 Maximising carbon sequestration
 Mitigating and adapting to the impacts of climate change
 Responding to the economic and policy changes that are
likely to accompany climate change

D

Potentially positive effect particularly
if restoration of lowland raised bog is
secured
Screened Out
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POLICY

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

SCREENING
OUTCOME

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Efficient and Coordinated Use of Land

EF1

Efficient And Coordinated Use Of Land
Developments shall use land efficiently. All parts of a site shall
have a clear and positive purpose.

EF2

Co-ordinated development
Development will not be permitted if it would unacceptably hamper
or reduce the development options for adjacent sites or the wider
area. Development must make provision for, and be phased with,
supporting infrastructure, facilities, and appropriate environmental
mitigation.

B

B

Planning Conditions And Obligations

PC1

Planning conditions and obligations
Development that would have an adverse impact, or would result in
a material increase in the need or demand for infrastructure,
services, facilities and/or maintenance, will only be granted
planning permission subject to planning conditions and/or planning
obligations that would ensure adequate mitigation measures are
put in place.

B

Area Policies
City Centre Salford
Details for managing development within City Centre Salford.
Development in City Centre Salford shall be fully integrated into,
and contribute to the success and strong sense of place of, both
the neighbourhood within which it is located and the City Centre.
AP1

Development shall maintain the wide range of uses in City Centre
Salford, reflecting its importance within the wider City Centre,
supporting its roles as a business location, tourism, cultural and
leisure destination, centre of learning and knowledge, and home to
a series of residential neighbourhoods.

A/B

In isolation this policy does not
represent a risk of negative impacts
as it does not specify office floorspace
or
numbers
of
residential
development but merely outlines
guidelines on developments within
the City Centre.
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened Out

Promotion of public transport initiatives and pedestrian access
projects
Criteria for development to achieve high environmental quality
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POLICY

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Salford Quays
Details for managing development within Salford Quays.

AP2

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

A/B

In isolation this policy does not
represent a risk of negative impacts
as it does not specify office
floorspace, retail floorspace or
numbers of residential development
but merely outlines guidelines on
developments within Salford Quays

Development shall maintain the wide mix of uses in Salford Quays,
with its business, housing, tourism/leisure, food and drink, and
cultural roles all being managed in a mutually supportive way,
reinforcing the area’s interest, vibrancy and identity.
Promotion of public transport initiatives, traffic reduction scheme
and cycling/pedestrian access projects

AP4

AP5

Development shall be consistent with the evolution of Ordsall
Waterfront into a residential-led mixed-use corridor.

B

Integration of the Waterfront with public transport facilities and
cycling/pedestrian access
Salford Innovation Triangle
Details for managing development within the Salford Innovation
Triangle.

B

Overall it is considered that no Likely
Significant Effect on any European
Site is anticipated from the operation
of this Policy.

Screened Out

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Development within the Salford Innovation Triangle shall:
1)
Support its role as the key focus for innovation-led economic
growth within the city.
2)
Maximise the benefits of its three primary anchors
3)
Enable enhancements in the area’s infrastructure
4)
Contribute to the provision of vibrant places with distinctive
identities across the Triangle
Employment areas close to the City Centre and Salford Quays
Masterplans will be produced for the Eccles New Road, Liverpool
Street and Cambridge employment areas.

Screened Out

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Development shall maintain and enhance the high environmental
quality of Salford Quays
Ordsall Waterfront
Details for managing development within Ordsall Waterfront.
AP3

SCREENING
OUTCOME

Screened Out

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Economic Development
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POLICY

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

SCREENING
OUTCOME

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened Out

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened Out

B
EC1

EC2

Existing employment areas
There will be a strong emphasis on protecting and enhancing the
economic function of Salford’s existing employment areas.
Port Salford
Port Salford, as shown on the Policies Map, will be protected as a
tri-modal freight terminal and employment area.

A

Tourism Development
Tourism development
Development shall protect and enhance the tourism function of the
key tourism locations in Salford
CT1

J

Continued protection and enhancement of green infrastructure
network with Chat Moss, the Irwell Valley and West Salford
Greenway being identified as strategically important areas.

Art & culture
Development shall:

2)

Screened In

G

CT2
1)

The operation of this policy may raise
the profile of Chat Moss as a
potential tourism location. Although
it is considered that any subsequent
increase in recreation pressure on
Chat Moss is not likely to have a
significant effect on European sites
alone, is possible that in combination
could occur.

Maintain and, where appropriate, enhance the provision of
cultural activities and facilities across the city
major developments… incorporate cultural activities

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened Out

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened out

Housing

H1

Type of housing
Individual new residential developments shall contribute to the
provision of a broad mix of housing options across Salford and
within the local area, ensuring that identified housing needs can
be met.

G
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POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

H2

Size of dwellings
Residential development shall deliver a balanced mix of dwelling
sizes across Salford, enabling people to access housing with
sufficient space to meet their needs and support good health.

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened out

H3

Housing density
Sets out minimum densities for new residential developments
based on location and links to public transport services.

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened out

H4

Affordable Housing
A significant improvement in the availability of affordable housing
in Salford will be delivered. Sets minimum affordable housing
requirements.

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened out

H5

Build to Rent
Sets requirements for build to rent schemes within Salford.

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy.

Screened out

H6

Housing for older people
A broad range of housing choices will be secured for older people
in Salford, maximising their ability to live independent lives and
retain control over their accommodation and services

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened out

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened out

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened out

POLICY

H7

H8

H9

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION

Student Housing
Outlines areas where student housing should be concentrated
and criteria for the development outside these areas

Gypsies, travellers and travelling showpeople
Sets the criteria for new sites to meet the needs of Gypsies,
travellers and travelling showpeople

Custom, self-build and community-led housing
Sets out how a supply of suitable opportunities for prospective
custom, self-build and community led housebuilders will be
secured

SCREENING
OUTCOME
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POLICY

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Conversion of existing houses, and new build residential
developments of non-self-contained units
Conversion of existing houses into other uses will be carefully
controlled.

H10

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

SCREENING
OUTCOME

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Town Centres & Retail Development
TC1

TC2

TC3

TC4

Network of designated centres
Identifies a network of centres within Salford that will be protected
and enhanced.
Development involving main town centre uses
Defines the sequential approach for main town centre uses and
thresholds for requiring impact assessment for any development
proposal outside a designated centre.
Retail frontages, changes of use and redevelopments within
designated centres
The role of Salford’s centres in meeting a wide range of local
needs will be protected and enhanced.
Food and drink uses within designated centres
The sustainable growth of the daytime and evening leisure-based
economy within Salford’s designated centres will be encouraged.

A Learning City
ED1

Early years, schools and post-16 education facilities
Improvements in the quality and accessibility of early years,
schools and post-16 facilities will be supported

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

ED2

Residential development and education places
Sets out when land should be set aside for education provision
within new residential development or where financial contributions
will be expected for expansion of educational facilities.

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened out

ED3

University of Salford
The continued enhancement of the facilities and campuses of the
University of Salford will be supported. Outlines criteria for
development proposals including those at Peel Park and Frederick
Road Campus.
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POLICY

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

SCREENING
OUTCOME

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

B

Potential positive impacts on
European sites by reducing traffic
and air pollution

Screened out

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Health

HH1

HH2

HH3

Development and health
All development shall support an improvement in public health and
a reduction in health inequalities. Sets the criteria for heath impact
assessments and controls the location and concentration of certain
developments.
Provision of health and social care facilities
Improvements in the quality and accessibility of health and social
care facilities will be supported.
Salford Royal Hospital
The further enhancement of the role of Salford Royal Hospital as
both a local facility for the city’s residents and a regional centre of
excellence will be supported.

Accessibility
A1

A2

A3

A4

Supporting sustainable transport
Policy for managing development in relation to sustainable
transport
Transport hierarchy and sustainable streets
Sets hierarchy of modes of transport from pedestrian through
public transport to private motor traffic and supports the delivery or
more sustainable streets
Walking & cycling
Policy for managing development in relation to walking & cycling.
Public Transport
Does not identify or allocate any new schemes but where such
schemes are identified provides policy for managing development
in relation to current or future public transport proposals. Supports
certain public transport schemes which are in the Transport for
Greater Manchester 2040 Strategy.

B

B/C

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
This policy may have a positive effect
on the European sites if increases in
use of public transport are achieved
and improvements in air quality
associated with public transport are
achieved.

Screened Out

Screened Out

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
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POLICY

A5

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Sustainable movement of freight
The sustainable movement of freight will be encouraged including
by supporting the development of urban distribution centres and
increased use of the Manchester Ship Canal for freight movement.

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

B

Measures
to
reduce
vehicle
movements within the policy may
have a potentially positive effect on
European sites by reducing emissions
from traffic.

SCREENING
OUTCOME

Screened Out

Protection of Port Salford and Irwell Park Wharf.

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

A11

A12

Highway network
Policy for managing development in relation to the highways
network.
Measures to address congestion.
Encouraging modal shift towards more sustainable forms of
transport
Investigation options of improved capacity at Salford Quays and
connectivity.
Sets criteria for any new roads
Motor vehicle parking provision and drop-off facilities in new
Developments
Sets design parameters for parking and drop-off zone provision.
City Centre car parking
The provision of surface and public car parking serving the City
Centre will be carefully controlled
Park & Ride Facilities
Indicates under what circumstances such schemes will be
supported.
Electric car charging points
Identifies that a network of electric vehicle charging points will be
provided and the need for new developments to include this
provision.

B

B

G

B

Measures to address congestion
and encourage more sustainable
forms of transport could have a
potentially positive impact on
European sites by reducing air
pollution

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Barton Aerodrome
Identifies that the aerodrome will be protected and improved as an
aviation facility. This is a safeguarding policy which does not
confer any proposals to increase capacity at the current time.

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Protection of aviation safety at Manchester Airport
Development that would have an unacceptable impact on the
operational integrity or safety of Manchester Airport will not be
permitted.

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out
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POLICY

A13

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Safeguarding potential transport routes
Former railway lines shown on the Policies Map will be safeguarded
from developments that would be likely to prevent their future reuse as transport routes. Their use for public transport will be
encouraged, conditional upon pedestrian and cyclist access being
retained wherever practicable.

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

SCREENING
OUTCOME

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Digital Infrastructure

DG1

DG2

Digital Infrastructure
The rollout and continued improvement of affordable, high speed,
high capacity digital infrastructure serving all parts of the city will
be supported.
Protecting digital infrastructure
Adverse impacts on the successful functioning of existing digital
infrastructure shall be avoided. Where this is not practicable,
appropriate mitigation shall be provided.

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Energy
EG1

EG2

Sustainable energy in new development
Policy setting out requirements for development in relation to
energy.
Renewable and low carbon energy schemes
A positive approach will be taken to renewable and low carbon
energy schemes, subject to the other policies, including solar,
wind, hydropower and appropriate types of district heating
networks. Figure 13 identifies sustainable energy opportunities
within Salford.

B

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
While the majority of this policy could
have potentially positive impacts on
European sites, the areas shown on
Figure 14 for shallow geothermal
aquifer schemes are in close
proximity to the Manchester Mosses
SAC. However the policy wording
specifically requires such schemes to
protect the hydrology of the SAC.
Hydrological impacts as a result of the
implementation of this policy are
screened out, although individual
schemes that come forward may
require an HRA and therefore this
policy has been screened in at this
stage.

Screened Out

Screened In
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POLICY

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

SCREENING
OUTCOME

Water

WA1

WA2

WA3

WA4

WA5

Delivering the North West River Basin Management Plan
Development must not have an adverse impact on the current
overall status, or prevent future attainment of ‘good’ status, of any
water body.
Water supply and water efficiency
Identifies the protection of the Thirlmere Aqueduct and the West
East Link Main. Development is encouraged to minimise water
use as far as practicable.
Flood risk management and infrastructure
Structures and other features that help to reduce the risk of flooding
or mitigate its impacts will be protected. Further improvements in
flood mitigation in Salford will be supported.
Development and flood risk
Development shall take opportunities to reduce flood risk
wherever practicable. Sets out the levels if unacceptable risks to
flooding and design criteria for developments with 1 in 1,000 year
risks of flooding.
Surface water and sustainable drainage
Development shall ensure that surface water across the whole site
is managed in a sustainable way, helping to minimise flood risk
and water pollution, promote biodiversity, and secure compliance
with the North West River Basin Management Plan.

D

Potentially positive impact on any
European Site by reducing water
pollution

Screened Out

D

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

D

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

D

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

D

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Design
D1

D2

D3

Design Principles
Identifies the design parameters for new developments.
Local Character and distinctiveness
Highlights how developments should contribute to local
distinctiveness by their design.
Layout and access
Indicates how new development should integrate with
surroundings and contribute to public spaces, integrate with
transport hierarchy.

G

G

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out
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POLICY
D4

D5

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Spaces
Design of clear purpose & role for different spaces within a
development – private, semi-private, communal and/or public.
Amenity
Identifies the criteria of how new development will integrate with
the amenity of existing users.

POLICY
TYPE*
G

G

D6

Design and Crime
Criteria used to reduce crime by design.

G

D7

Housing Design
Establishes the principles to be used in housing design.

G

D8

Alterations and extensions
Parameters for extending or altering existing buildings.

G

D9

Waterside development
Identifies the design parameters for specified waterside locations.

G

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

SCREENING
OUTCOME
Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

Heritage

HE1

HE2

HE3

HE4

Heritage protection
Salford’s heritage assets and their setting will be protected,
conserved and enhanced, ensuring that they continue to make a
positive contribution to the character and identity of the city’s
neighbourhoods.
Managing change across historic areas
Development shall protect, conserve and enhance the historic
character of places and positively respond to the history and stories
of the local area, enabling people to understand how the site and
area have changed over time. Identifies locations where change will
be carefully managed.
A positive future for heritage assets
The positive use of heritage assets will be encouraged, helping to
ensure that they are appropriately maintained.
Heritage at risk
The owners and occupiers of heritage assets that are at risk
should seek to address the source of the risk at the earliest
opportunity, in a manner consistent with the long-term protection of
the heritage asset.

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out
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POLICY
HE5

HE6

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Heritage information and interpretation
Identifies when heritage assessment and archaeological
investigation will be required
Canals
The canals in Salford will be protected as important heritage
assets

POLICY
TYPE*
G

G

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

SCREENING
OUTCOME
Screened Out

Screened Out

Green Belt and Agriculture

GB1

GB2

GB3

GB4

Green Belt
Identification of Green Belt as shown on Policies Map – policy
includes habitat restoration and enhancement of green
infrastructure
Soils and agricultural land
Development shall safeguard and utilise on-site soil resources and
The loss of agricultural land shall be avoided wherever possible
Farm diversification
Sets out criteria by which farm diversification projects will be
permitted in the green belt.
Agricultural, forestry and other occupational dwellings within
the Green Belt
Sets the criteria which new permanent dwellings to support
agriculture, forestry or other activities which are acceptable in the
Green Belt would need to meet to be permitted.

D

D

B

Potential positive impact, particularly
from the aspiration to establish
habitat restoration
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Screened out

Screened out

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened out

B

Potential for positive impacts on
European Sites

Screened Out

Green Infrastructure

GI1

Development and Green Infrastructure
Development shall protect and enhance the green infrastructure
network and identifies specific characteristics for specific areas.
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POLICY

GI2

GI3

G14

GI5

GI7

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Chat Moss
Protected & enhanced as a key component of Greater
Manchester’s strategic green infrastructure forming part of a wider
lowland wetland area extending into Wigan & Warrington. The
emphasis being on;
 Delivering nature conservation improvements, particularly
within the Biodiversity Heartland and providing ecological
connections to surrounding areas
 Enhancing public access in a manner compatible with nature
conservation objectives and in particular avoiding additional
pressure on nearby Special Areas of Conservation
 Improving visitor facilities, provide walking/cycling and
connections RHS Garden Bridgewater
 Protecting & enhancing role for storing & sequestering carbon
& supporting climate change objectives
Irwell Valley
Identifies the key locations of this strategic green infrastructure
and the objectives for these and the wider area, which includes
recreational routes (walking/cycling); mitigating flood risk;
improving water quality, naturalisation of the riverbed & banksides;
protecting & enhancing biodiversity; providing high quality design
to waterfront developments
West Salford Greenway
The Greenway will be protected and enhanced as a series of
interconnected greenspaces of varied use and character, and
important heritage assets.
Local Green Space
Identifies specific locations where Local Green Spaces will be
protected and enhanced.
Trees, woodland and hedgerows
The extent of tree cover across Salford will be increased, with an
emphasis on native species that support wildlife and carbon
sequestration, and the vital role that trees and hedgerows make to
environmental quality will be protected and enhanced, through a
range of measures.

POLICY
TYPE*
D

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

SCREENING
OUTCOME

Potential for positive impacts on
European
Sites
through
the
restoration of lowland raised bog and
creation/restoration of complimentary
wetland habitats.
Safeguards to avoiding increased
recreational pressure on European
Sites and protection of hydrology of
Chat Moss

Screened Out

D

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

D

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

D

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Biodiversity
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POLICY
BG1

BG2

BG3

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Nature Improvement Areas
Identifies measures that will manage the area of the Great
Manchester Wetlands Nature Improvement Area within Salford.
Development and biodiversity
Requires all development to deliver net gain for biodiversity and
identifies a hierocracy of sites were adverse impacts should be
avoided. Outlines steps to be taken where compensation is
needed.
Geological diversity
Development that would have a significant adverse impact on the
value of any feature of geodiversity interest will not be permitted.

POLICY
TYPE*

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

SCREENING
OUTCOME

D

Potential for positive impacts on
European Sites

Screened Out

D

Potential for positive impacts on
European Sites

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Recreation

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

Recreation standards
Sets parameters by area and distance per head of population to
types of recreational facility including natural greenspace and
Local Nature Reserves.
Recreation facilities & residential amenity
Sets a minimum distance between residential properties and
certain recreation facilities.
Protection of recreation land & facilities
Protects recreation land and facilities from development for nonrecreation uses unless certain criteria are met.
Strategic recreation routes
A network of high quality strategic recreation routes extending
through the city and into surrounding districts will be protected and
enhanced. Identifies existing strategic recreation routes. The
provision of further strategic recreation routes in addition to these
will be sought particularly where they would improve links to and
through specific locations including Chat Moss.
Outdoor and indoor sports facilities
A comprehensive range of outdoor and indoor sports facilities will
be protected and enhanced across Salford

G

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy
No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

I

Potential for negative impacts on
European Site from increased
recreation pressure on Chat Moss
and European Sites

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened In

Screened Out

Air Quality, Pollution and Hazards
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POLICY

PH1

PH2

POLICY
TYPE*

BRIEF POLICY DESCRIPTION
Pollution control
Aims to prevent pollution from development, during both
construction and operational phases. Development will not be
permitted where it would result in unacceptable levels of pollution,
either individually or cumulatively. Development shall be
consistent with achieving a substantial improvement in Salford’s
air quality and meeting statutory air quality targets and be
designed to minimise the potential for air pollution
Control of hazardous uses
Sets criteria where applications for hazardous substances consent
and developments involving the use of hazardous substances will
be permitted.

D

POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON
EUROPEAN SITE

Potential for positive effect on
European Sites due to measures to
reduce pollution

SCREENING
OUTCOME

Screened Out

B

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

PH3

Development near hazardous installations
Limits development near hazardous installations.

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

PH4

Land instability
States that development will not be permitted where it is either
subject to or causes an unacceptable risk in relation to land
stability.

G

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

No Likely Significant Effect on any
European Site is anticipated from the
operation of this Policy

Screened Out

Minerals and Waste
WM1

Waste and development
Outlines measures on how developments manage waste and
recycling

B

* See Appendix 4
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6.

Summary of the Initial Screening Opinion - Assessment of Likely Significant
Effect

6.1

The Screening Opinion of the HRA has concluded that the operation of the following Policies
in Salford Local Plan: Development Management Policies and Designations (2019) could have
a likely significant effect on the European Sites Identified below.

POLICY
NUMBER

POLICY NAME

CT1

Tourism development

EG2

Renewable and low
carbon energy schemes

R4

Strategic recreation
routes

SUMMARY SCREENING OPINION
Manchester
Mosses

Mersey
Estuary

Rixton Clay
Pits

Possible
impacts
from increases in
recreational
pressure
in
combination
with
other policies
Possible
impacts
from
potential
changes
to
hydrogeology
Possible
impacts
from
increased
recreational
pressure

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

Screened Out

6.2

The following impacts will not occur from the implementation of the Plan:
 Direct Habitat Loss
 Spread of invasive species

6.3

The sources of potential harm to European sites arising from the implementation of Policies in
the Plan are:
 Recreation pressure
 Hydrological changes

6.4

Further Assessment of these potential impacts, is therefore carried out below in Section 7.
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7.

Appropriate Assessment

7.1.

The initial screening process identified the only source to have a likely significant effect on
the Manchester Mosses SAC is:



7.2

Recreational impacts
Hydrological changes

Existing Recreational Pressures on Manchester Mosses
Manchester Mosses SAC consists of 3 component parts:

Risley Moss

Holcroft Moss

Astley and Bedford Moss
Risley Moss - Warrington
Risley Moss as a whole is owned and managed by Warrington MBC. Part of the site, outside
of the SAC is publically accessible and there is a small car park and visitor centre. Access
to the mossland/bog areas of the site, within the SAC, is restricted. Public access to the
SAC is only permitted on guided walks led by the ranger service or Risley Moss Action
Group. There are no public rights of way across the site.
Holcroft Moss - Warrington
Holcroft Moss is owned and managed by Cheshire Wildlife Trust. Access to the site is by
permit only, with no general public access. Most requests for permits are from students,
whose numbers are controlled or ecological professionals wanting to survey for particular
species. There are no issues of vandalism (Cheshire Wildlife Trust personal
communication).
Astley and Bedford Moss – Wigan
The Wildlife Trust for Lancashire, Manchester and North Merseyside own and manage part
of the site. Access is this area is by permit only with no dogs permitted, although it is not
policed. The Trust part of the site supports difficult terrain including numerous drains and
tussocky vegetation.
Outside of the Trust land, the site is largely privately owned. A shoot occurs on part of
Bedford Moss but it is considered unlikely that policies in the Plan will result in a significant
increase in the demand for shoots.
Land to the west of the site is open access land owned by the Forestry Commission. One
of the formal paths on this area goes into a small section of the SAC. However this area is
wooded and is separated from bog areas by ditches.

7.3.

7.4

Given the nature of the component parts of the Manchester Mosses SAC as outlined above,
it is considered unlikely that policies in the Plan would lead to an increase in recreational
pressure on the SAC, either alone or in combination. Overall therefore it is considered that
Policies CT1 and R4 will have no effect on the integrity of any European Site.
Hydrological Changes
Policy EG2 has been screened into this assessment on the advice of Natural England
because in their view “It is not sufficient to defer any potential impacts or assessment to the
project level stage.” However given that the wording of the policy specifically states
“Development of geothermal schemes shall protect the hydrology of the Manchester Mosses
Special Area of Conservation”, it is considered that there are sufficient safeguards in place
to deal with any subsequent schemes or plans and that the policy will have no effect on the
integrity of any European Site.
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8

Consideration of ‘In Combination’ Effects with Other Plans and
Proposals

8.1

The Habitats Regulation Assessment must consider the likely significant effect of the Plan in
relation to other proposals and plans current or planned within the relevant administrative
area, other administrative authorities and prepared by other statutory organisations (e.g.
Environment Agency, United Utilities) and in combination with the identified effects of those
Plans.

8.2

Given the limited scope of the Publication Salford Local Plan: Development Management
Policies and Designations document, which does not include allocations for development, the
only issue which has been flagged as needing consideration of potential “in combination”
effects is recreation pressure on the Manchester Mosses Special Area of Conservation.

8.3

Available Local Plans for the individual Greater Manchester Unitary Authorities have been
taken into account in the ‘in-combination’ assessment, together with any neighbouring Local
Authority areas, such as Warrington MBC. The available Local Plans assessed are listed in
Appendix 3.

8.4

On the basis of their proximity to the relevant European sites and their geographical position
in relation to Salford the only districts where ‘in-combination’ effects from recreational pressure
could potentially arise are the districts of Wigan, Warrington and Trafford. HRAs of all three
Local Plans prepared for these Districts concluded that recreational pressure arising from
implementation of the Plans would have no Likely Significant effect on any European sites,
for similar reasons outlined in section 7 of this Assessment. In addition, the HRA of
Warrington’s Local Plan concluded that the requirements for an appropriate level of
recreational space within new housing developments were sufficient to ensure that no adverse
effects on the integrity of European sites would occur. Similarly, Wigan Council’s Core
Strategy allows for significant provision of accessible greenspace through its Greenheart
Policies, and Trafford Council’s Strategic Allocations require provision of sufficient greenspace
to serve new developments. Overall it is therefore concluded that no ‘in-combination’ effects
will occur from the implementation of these Plans.

8.5

No other potential in combination effects have been identified.

8.6

None of the policies within the Plan are consider to have any in-combination effect with each
other.

8.7

This Assessment will be updated and amended if necessary as further Plans come forward
for Assessment to take into account possible ‘in-combination’ effects arising.
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9

Summary and Recommendations

9.1

Screening of European sites has established that the following European sites have the
potential to be affected by development in Salford proposed by the Salford Local Plan:
Development Management Policies and Designations
 Manchester Mosses SAC
 Rixton Clay Pits SAC
 Mersey Estuary SPA/Ramsar

9.2

Further, more detailed Assessment of the possible effects of the operation of Policies on the
European Sites identified in the Screening process has been undertaken.

9.3

A number of the polices within the Plan were initially identified as potentially having a
damaging effect on European Sites due to increased recreational use or hydrological
changes. However further assessment work has concluded that these policies would have no
effect on the integrity of European Sites.

9.4

However, it is recommended that if any changes are made to the Plan as a result of either
the public consultation or during the Examination in Publication, the HRA will need to be
revisited and revised to ensure that these changes would not result in a significant effect on
any European Site.
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Map 1 Showing Natura 2000 Network European sites along with 15km, 30km and 50km distance from Salford boundary
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APPENDIX 1: European designated sites within the Northern England and possible effects from development within
Salford. Those highlighted Sites in red have been ‘screened in’ to this Assessment
Site Name
Asby Complex

Bolton Fell Moss

Designation
SAC

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water
Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Habitats and species in SAC are generally restricted to habitat
types that do not occur in Greater Manchester

Increased recreational
Pressure
Water Quality/
Hydrology

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford
None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford
None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.
None

Air Pollution

Border Mires,
Kielder –
Butterburn

SAC

Direct land take
Habitat/Species
Disturbance
Increased recreational
Pressure
Water
Quality/Hydrology
Air Pollution
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None – Site too distant for any direction disturbance to habitats.
None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford
None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford
None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take
Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

None – Site too distant for any direction disturbance to habitats.

Site Name

Designation

Borrowdale
Woodland
Complex

SAC

Bowland Fells

Calf Hill & Cragg
Woods

Site Name
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SPA

SAC

Designation

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water
Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water
Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SPA and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – identified species are highly unlikely to utilise habitats within
Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Site Name

Designation

Clints Quarry

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance
Increased recreational
Pressure
Cumbrian Marsh
Fritillary Site

Dee Estuary
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SAC

SPA/Ramsar

None - Species population too distant to be affected by any
development with Greater Manchester and species dispersion known
to be less than 2km.
None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None - Species found in Cumbria is distinct national population, with
adults being sedentary. Species not known to occur in Greater
Manchester

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SPA and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – species identified highly unlikely to be effected by any habitat
changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name

Designation

Drigg Coast

SAC

Duddon Mosses

Esthwaite Water
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SAC

Ramsar

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford. Salford rivers do not discharge into Drigg Estuary

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Habitats in SAC are restricted to habitat types that do not
occur in Greater Manchester

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between Ramsar site and land
within Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching Ramsar site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – habitats and species identified highly unlikely to be effected by
any habitat changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name
Irthinghead Mires

Lake District
High Fells

Designation
Ramsar

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between Ramsar site and land
within Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching Ramsar site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – habitats and species identified highly unlikely to be effected by
any habitat changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford
None - Hydrological connectivity with Thirlmere considered as part of
United Utilities strategic HRA of WRMP (2013). No pathway for water
borne pollution to SAC.
None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

SAC
Water Quality/Hydrology
Air Pollution

Leighton Moss
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SPA/Ramsar

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats or species

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SPA/Ramsar Site and land
within Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA and Ramsar Site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Habitats and species identified highly unlikely to be effected
by any habitat changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name
Liverpool Bay

Manchester
Mosses

Martin Mere
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Designation
SPA

SAC

SPA/Ramsar

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None– although there is hydrological connectivity the site is distant
(more than 15km) from Salford.

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – no information available as to species site selected for but
type of species present highly unlikely to be effected by any habitat
changes in Salford (based on knowledge of Greater Manchester bird
populations)

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

Potential drainage effects

Air Pollution

Potential effects from airborne pollutants

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

Potential for habitats to be effected by hydrological impacts and
pollution

Increased recreational
Pressure

Potential effects due to increased population & access

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SPA/Ramsar Site and land
within Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA/Ramsar Site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Habitats and species identified highly unlikely to be effected
by any habitat changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name

Designation

Mersey Estuary

SPA/Ramsar

Mersey Narrows
& Wirral
Foreshore

Midland Meres &
Mosses Phase 1 & 2
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SPA

2 x Ramsar

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

Possible – direct hydrological linkage with the estuary via
Manchester Ship Canal and the River Mersey

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA/Ramsar Site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Habitats and species identified highly unlikely to be
significantly effected by any habitat changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

Site classification details unavailable but there are unlikely to be any
hydrological pathways between SPA and land within Salford

Air Pollution

Site classification details unavailable but there are unlikely to be any
atmospheric pathways between SPA and land within Salford

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – no information available as to species site selected for but
type of species present highly unlikely to be effected by any habitat
changes in Salford (based on knowledge of Greater Manchester bird
populations).

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between Ramsar site and land
within Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching Ramsar site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – habitats and species identified highly unlikely to be effected by
any habitat changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name
Moor House –
Upper Teasdale

Morecambe Bay
and Duddon
Estuary

Designation
SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford
None - No hydrological pathways between SAC/SPA/Ramsar Site and
land within Salford. Salford rivers do not discharge into Morecambe
Bay
None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC/SPA/Ramsar Site.

SAC/Ramsar/SPA
Water Quality/Hydrology
Air Pollution
Direct land take
Habitat/Species
Disturbance
Increased recreational
Pressure

Morecambe Bay
Pavements
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SAC

None
None – Habitats in SAC/SPA/Ramsar Site are restricted to habitat
types that do not occur in Greater Manchester. Dispersion of Great
Crested Newts is known to be less than 2km. Bird species unlikely to
be effected by habitat changes within Salford.
None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Habitats and species in SAC are generally restricted to habitat
types that do not occur in Greater Manchester

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name
Naddle Forest

North Pennine
Dales Meadows

Designation
SAC

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance
Increased recreational
Pressure
North Pennine
Moors

SAC/SPA

Water Quality/Hydrology
Air Pollution
Direct land take
Habitat/Species
Disturbance
Increased recreational
Pressure
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None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species. Habitats in SAC are generally restricted to
habitat types that do not occur in Greater Manchester
None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford
None - No hydrological pathways between SAC/SPA and land within
Salford
None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC/SPA.
None
None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species. Species unlikely to be effected by changes to
habitats in Salford.
None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name
Oak Mere

Peak District
Moors (South
Pennine Moors
Phase 1)

Ribble & Alt
Estuaries
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Designation
SAC

SPA

SPA/Ramsar

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant from for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SPA and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – Any pollutants are likely to have dispersed prior to reaching
SPA (see EA report).

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – species identified highly unlikely to be effected by any habitat
changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SPA/Ramsar Site and land
within Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA/Ramsar Site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – habitats and species identified highly unlikely to be effected by
any habitat changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name
River Dee & Bala
Lake

River Derwent &
Bassenthwaite
Lake

Designation
SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford
None - Hydrological connectivity with Thirlmere considered as part of
United Utilities strategic HRA of WRMP (2013). No pathway for water
borne pollution to SAC.
None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

SAC
Water Quality/Hydrology
Air Pollution

River Eden
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SAC

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name

Designation

River Ehen

SAC

River Kent

Rixton Clay Pits
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SAC

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None - No hydrological connections and main species (fresh water
pearl mussel) does not occur in Greater Manchester

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None – no hydrological connectivity between the site and Salford.
Water bodies on site are fed by rain water.

Air Pollution

Possible – site lies within the A57 corridor

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None - Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to habitats
and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

Possible – there is easy access to the site along the A57

Site Name
Rochdale Canal

Rostherne Mere

Roudsea Wood
& Mosses
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Designation
SAC

Ramsar

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between Ramsar site and land
within Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching Ramsar site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – habitats and species identified highly unlikely to be effected by
any habitat changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name

Designation

Sefton Coast

SAC

Shell Flat & Lune
Deep

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species. Habitat types do not occur in Greater
Manchester

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology
Air Pollution
Direct land take
Habitat/Species
Disturbance
Increased recreational
Pressure

Solway Firth

SAC

Water Quality/Hydrology

Direct land take

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.
None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Air Pollution
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None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford
None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.
None
None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species. Habitat types do not occur in Greater
Manchester
None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford
None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Site Name
South Pennine
Moors

South Pennine
Moors Phase 2

South Solway
Mosses
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Designation
SAC

SPA

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None – hydrological impact pathways are in reverse direction.

Air Pollution

None – Any pollutants are likely to have dispersed prior to reaching
SAC

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SPA and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – Any pollutants are likely to have dispersed prior to reaching
SPA.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – species identified highly unlikely to be effected by any habitat
changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name
Subberthwaite,
Blawith & Torver
Low Commons

Tarn Moss

Tyne & Nent
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Designation
SAC

SAC

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats. Habitat not found in Greater Manchester

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name

Designation

Ullswater
Oakwoods

SAC

Upper Solway
Flats & Marshes

Walton Moss
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SPA/Ramsar

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SPA/Ramsar Site and land
within Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SPA/Ramsar Site.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – species identified highly unlikely to be effected by any habitat
changes in Salford

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name

Designation

Wast Water

SAC

West Midlands
Mosses

Witherslack
Mosses
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SAC

SAC

Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to habitat.
Habitat does not occur in Greater Manchester

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

Site Name

Designation

Yewbarrow
Woods

SAC
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Type of Effect

Likely Effects

Water Quality/Hydrology

None - No hydrological pathways between SAC and land within
Salford

Air Pollution

None – No atmospheric pathways and any pollutants are likely to
have dispersed prior to reaching SAC.

Direct land take

None

Habitat/Species
Disturbance

None – Site too distant for any direct or indirect disturbance to
habitats and species.

Increased recreational
Pressure

None – site is too distant and numerous recreational facilities closer to
Salford

APPENDIX 2: Screening Summary of European designated sites within the Northern England and
possible impacts from development within Salford City
Designation

Screened
in/out

Asby Complex

SAC

Out

Bolton Fell Moss

SAC

Out

SAC

Out

SAC

Out

Bowland Fells

SPA

Out

Calf Hill & Cragg
Woods

SAC

Out

Clints Quarry

SAC

Out

Cumbrian Marsh
Fritillary Site

SAC

Out

Dee Estuary

SPA/Ramsar

Out

Drigg Coast

SAC

Out

Duddon Mosses

SAC

Out

Esthwaite Water

Ramsar

Out

Irthinghead Mires

Ramsar

Out

Lake District High
Fells

SAC

Out

SPA/Ramsar

Out

Site Name

Border Mires, Kielder
– Butterburn
Borrowdale
Woodland Complex

Leighton Moss
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Justification
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA

Designation

Screened
in/out

Liverpool Bay

SPA

Out

Manchester Mosses

SAC

In

Martin Mere

SPA/Ramsar

Out

Mersey Estuary

SPA/Ramsar

In

SPA

Out

2 x Ramsar

Out

SAC

Out

SAC/Ramsar/
SAC

Out

SAC

Out

Naddle Forest

SAC

Out

North Pennine Dales
Meadows

SAC

Out

North Pennine Moors

SAC/SPA

Out

Oak Mere

SAC

Out

Peak District Moors
(South Pennine
Moors Phase 1)

SPA

Out

SPA/Ramsar

Out

SAC

Out

Site Name

Mersey Narrows &
Wirral Foreshore
Midland Meres &
Mosses – Phase 1 &
Phase 2
Moor House – Upper
Teasdale
Morecambe Bay and
Duddon Estuary
Morecambe Bay
Pavements

Ribble & Alt Estuaries
River Dee & Bala
Lake
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Justification
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by Salford’s HRA
Site lies within 5km of Salford
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by Salford’s HRA
Site considered to be susceptible to water quality and sediment impacts
from development directly on water courses
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Although within Greater Manchester the site is considered too distant for
significant effects to arise and no known pathways exist between SPA and
Salford.
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA

Designation

Screened
in/out

River Derwent &
Bassenthwaite Lake

SAC

Out

River Eden

SAC

Out

River Ehen

SAC

Out

River Kent

SAC

Out

Rixton Clay Pits

SAC

In

Rochdale Canal

SAC

Out

Rostherne Mere

Ramsar

Out

Roudsea Wood &
Mosses

SAC

Out

Sefton Coast

SAC

Out

Shell Flats & Lune
Deep

SAC

Out

Solway Firth

SAC

Out

South Pennine Moors

SAC

Out

South Pennine Moors
Phase 2

SPA

Out

SAC

Out

Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise

SAC

Out

Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA

Site Name

South Solway
Mosses
Subberthwaite,
Blawith & Torver Low
Commons
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Justification
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and strategic impacts
considered by United Utilities WRMP (2013)
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site is within 5km of Salford
Although within Greater Manchester the site is considered too distant for
significant effects to arise and no known pathways exist between SAC and
Salford.
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Although within Greater Manchester the site is considered too distant for
significant effects to arise and no known pathways exist between SAC and
Salford.
Although within Greater Manchester the site is considered too distant for
significant effects to arise and no known pathways exist between SPA and
Salford.

Site Name

Designation

Screened
in/out

Tarn Moss

SAC

Out

Tyne & Nent

SAC

Out

Ullswater Oakwoods

SAC

Out

Upper Solway Flats &
Marshes

SPA/Ramsar

Out

Walton Moss

SAC

Out

Wast Water

SAC

Out

West Midlands
Mosses

SAC

Out

Witherslack Mosses

SAC

Out

Yewbarrow Woods

SAC

Out
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Justification
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA
Site considered too distant for significant effects to arise and no strategic impacts
or pathways identified in Salford’s HRA

Appendix 3 – List of Other Relevant Plans and Projects Considered within the Assessment
Plans Assessed under the Terms of the Habitats Regulations

Outcome of Assessment

District

Plan

Rochdale MBC

Local Development Framework - Core Strategy
2010

Rochdale MBC

Draft Allocations Plan 2018

Trafford MBC

Core Strategy 2012

No effect on the integrity of European sites

Bolton MBC

Core Strategy 2011 and Site Allocations Plan
2014

No effect on the integrity of European sites

Stockport MBC

Core Strategy 2011

No effect on the integrity of European sites

Oldham MBC

Joint Core Strategy and Development
Management Policies 2011

No effect on the integrity of European sites

Wigan MBC

Core Strategy 2013

No effect on the integrity of European sites

Manchester City
Council

Core Strategy 2012

No effect on the integrity of European sites

All GM Districts

Combined Minerals Plan 2013

No effect on the integrity of European sites

All GM Districts

Combined Waste Plan 2012

No effect on the integrity of European sites

Greater
Manchester
Warrington
MBC
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Greater Manchester Spatial Framework (draft)
Proposed Submission Version Local Plan 2019

No effect on the integrity of Manchester Mosses SAC,
Rixton Clay Pits SAC and River Mersey SPA
No effect on the integrity of Manchester Mosses SAC,
Rixton Clay Pits SAC and River Mersey SPA

The GMSF is not currently sufficiently advanced to be
included within any in-combination assessment
No effect on the integrity of European sites provided
recommendations in HRA are adopted

Appendix 4
Summary Policy Assessment Categories
From Chapter F of the Habitats Regulations Assessment Handbook (DTA
Publications, 2019)
Abbreviation Category/ Policy Type
General statements of policy / general aspirations (screened out)
A
Policy listing general criteria for testing the acceptability / sustainability of
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
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proposals (screened out)
Proposal referred to but not proposed by the plan (screened out)
General plan-wide environmental protection / site safeguarding/ threshold
policies (screened out)
Policies or proposals that steer change in such a way as to protect European
sites from adverse effects(screened out)
Policy that cannot lead to development or other change (screened out)
Policy or proposal that could not have any conceivable effect on a site
(screened out)
Policy or proposal the (actual or theoretical) effects of which cannot undermine
the conservation objectives (either alone or in combination with other aspects
of this or other plans or projects) (screened out)
Policy or proposal which may have a likely significant effect on a site alone
(screened in)
Policy or proposal with an effect on a site but unlikely to be significant effect
alone so need to check likely significant effects in combination
Policy or proposal unlikely to have a significant effect either alone or in
combination (screened out after the in combination test)
Policy or proposal which might be likely to have a significant effect in
combination (screened in after the in combination test)
Bespoke area, site or case-specific policies or proposals intended to avoid or
reduce harmful effects on a European Site (screened in)

